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cumulative use of  100 datasets, by repo
We have observed reuse of at 35% 
of GEO datasets submitted in 2005.
1) a new lease on life
Traditional research funding:
$400k = 16 papers
At Dryad cost levels,
at similar levels of reuse to GEO, 
$400k would facilitate 1000 reuse papers
A stellar Scientific ROI is in easy reach.
2) more impact per funding dollar
Piwowar,  Vision,  Whitlock (2011) 
Data archiving is a good investment.  
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why should journals care?
drive views and visibility
might boost your citations!
“An inherent principle of publication is that 
others should be able to replicate and build 
upon the authors' published claims. 
Therefore, a condition of publication 
in a Nature journal is that authors are 
required to make materials, data and 




puts you in good company
High-impact journals  
tend to have  
a strong data-sharing 
policy 
signals that you are serious about quality of  research
clarify peer review
standardize costs for supplementary information
while embracing best practices
 - preservation
 - citation
 - discovery 
 - ...
right now: leading edge
later: lagging edge
not sure?  try it.
how can journals start?
Education
Part of  the social contract of  publication
Data linked to the publication
Upon request doesn’t work





for data archiving AND data citation.
Strong Written policies
Joint Data Archiving Policy = JDAP
This Journal requires, as a condition for publication, 
that data supporting the results in the paper should be 
archived in an appropriate public archive, such as 
<< list of  recommended archives here >>. 
Data are important products of  the scientific enterprise, and they should be 
preserved and usable for decades in the future. Authors may elect to have 
the data publicly available at time of  publication, or, if  the technology of  the 
archive allows, may opt to embargo access to the data for a period up to a 
year after publication. Exceptions may be granted at the discretion of  the 
editor, especially for sensitive information such as human subject data or the 




an issue on replication?
“Data as topic”
more info?
- Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP)
- Dryad Digital Repository (Biology+Medicine)
- Nature’s Instr. to Authors on data availability
- ICPSR’s “Guide to Social Science Data 
Preparation and Archiving”
- UK AHRC - Arts & Humanities Research Council 
requirement for deposit of datasets
- Data repositories:  http://datacite.org/repolist
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sunrise/35819369/
Data highlights an issue that is true 
for all research dissemination.
 Many uses aren’t reflected in citations.
A network of ideas: bibliometrics. 
 
In 1961, Garfield creates the Science 
Citation Index. 
•  replaces expert judges with 
crowdsourced judgements 
• based on existing patterns of use: 
mining, not asking. 




slide by Jason Priem: http://bit.ly/x2aSI9
But only part of the picture 
 
1. Only one type of person: academics. 
 
2. Only one kind of resource: scholarly articles. 
 





slide by Jason Priem: http://bit.ly/x2aSI9








Web promises new tools for conversation. 
slide by Jason Priem: http://bit.ly/x2aSI9
Examples: Mendeley 
1.6 million user 
libraries 
 
160 million papers 
(MEDLINE has 18 
million...) 
slide by Jason Priem: http://bit.ly/x2aSI9
 Examples: Twitter 
It is like having a jury preselect what will 
probably interest you!. Occasionally there 
will be something that people will link to, and 
it will change what I think, or what I’m doing, 
or what I’m interested in. 
In one month, over 58k citations from 
Twitter to scholarly articles (citwaitions?) 
-study participant 
slide by Jason Priem: http://bit.ly/x2aSI9
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pixscapes/4331070047
Bibliometrics mined impact on  
the first scholarly Web. 
altmetrics mines 
impact on the next 
one. 
slide by Jason Priem: http://bit.ly/x2aSI9
Altmetrics: extant of data 
There’s lots of 
altmetrics data 
out there already. 











why should journals care?
> competitive advantage for authors
> not just winners and losers
journal impact factor:
altmetrics?  ice cream flavors!
CC-BY-NC by maniacyak on flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/maniacyak/3432589472
http://researchremix.wordpress.com/2012/01/31/31-flavours/
> aligns incentives.  
more visibility is good for authors, journals, society.
how can journals start?
display downloads
display more than downloads:
total-impact
start experimenting with altmetrics on your site for 
filtering, sorting, recommending
make your usage data openly available for 
researchers to study what these things mean.
more info?
- video: Jason Priem Purdue Talk
- “Scholars Seek Better Ways to Track Impact 
Online”  The Chronicle of Higher Education Jan2012
- Google:  “Article-Level Metrics”
- Twitter:  #altmetrics




Todd Vision: PI of Dryad
Jason Priem: co-PI of total-impact
Also: Mike Whitlock, Jonathan Carlson, Estephanie Sta Maria
The open science online community and those who release 
their articles, datasets and photos openly.
blog:  ResearchRemix.wordpress.com
@researchremix
